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#BackAfterCovid #Oregano&Wine  #POLgastro #gastroTOP50 #gastroTOP10 #dateNight
#familyDinner #businessLunch #worldCuisine #withFriends #LazarzEats 

#BackAfterCovid - This restaurant was opened after a period of restrictions related to COVID19
(launched on 22 May 2020).

 

We have a real gastronomic debut for you! Garden City Restaurants is a complex of restaurants
owned by the Poznan International Fair, known mostly to trade fair guests. Throughout the period of
isolation associated with Covid19 Garden City opened up to Poznan and operated very dynamically
delivering high-quality and tasty home food. Located in the newly opened part of the Garden City
complex, accessible to outside guests, Oregano and Wine is an independent fine dining style
restaurant. It is a place open 7 days a week targeted mainly at residents of Poznan and its
surroundings.

 

 

The titled and extremely talented chef Tomasz Zdrenka and his team guarantee an unforgettable
culinary experience and want to compete for the title of one of the top 10 restaurants in Poznań.
There is no denying that their predispositions, skills and background are well suited for achieving
this. Three kitchens, a team of chefs, a confectioner, a sommelier and a skilled team of waiters are
some of the many advantages of this interesting project. On the day of the launch, an interesting
service was announced - delivery of pies, cakes and so-called mono-portions, i.e. small elaborate
desserts.  MTP's delivery system operates flawlessly, and the world-class confectioner is one of the
international leaders in this field. The conclusion is simple - your next sweet order should be placed
with Oregano and Wine!

 

The spacious outdoor patio in front of the restaurant is also at your disposal. Although it might be
hard to imagine a patio area between the fair pavilions, admittedly it has its own ambiance. It is
clean, neat and very comfortable. The music and modern surroundings complement the whole thing
in an interesting way.
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NOTE! The restaurant has free parking facilities for the guests.

 

 

 

 

 


